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Installation: Excel Add-in Solver

Open Microsoft Office Excel, go to File  Options and click on Add-Ins in the list on the left
side. Next to Manage at the bottom is a dropdown box: chose Excel-Add-Ins and click Go.
Check the box next to Solver and click OK.

PolyDis

PolyDis provides spreadsheet tabs for the following polyhedra: tetrahedron, hexahedron,
octahedron, icosahedron, cuboctahedron, dodecadeltahedron (2 versions), trigonal prism,
trigonal antiprism, tetragonal prism, tetragonal antiprism, hexagonal prism. Pick the
respective tab at the bottom of the opened excel file.
PolyDis minimizes the deviation between a given and an ideal polyhedron. The data required
by the program are the unit cell parameters and atomic positions of the polyhedron. This data
has to be filled into the cells within the RED border. It is important to fill in the atomic positions
in the exact order shown in the picture of the polyhedron in the top right.
To run the Solver add-in go to Data and click Solver in the analysis group.

Excel spreadsheet

Solver window:

Put the Excel sheet cell address of the cell
marked in BLUE into the BLUE target cell of
the new window Solver and the YELLOW
variable cell adresses into the respective
YELLOW cell in Solver.
Click on Solve.
The coordinates of the scaled and fitted
ideal polyhedron are shown within the
GREEN border. The deviation of the
coordination
sphere
from
ideal
conformation and the displacement of the
central atom are shown in % and in pm
within the PURPLE border.

Troubleshooting:
The Solver plugin doesn’t change the values within the YELLOW border to negative values.
Instead of turning the polyhedron to –10° it stops at 0, which is not the desired result. IF there
is a 0 in one of the cells within the YELLOW border replace it with a 5 and run Solver again.
The deviations of every single atom are shown in the cells with the green background left of
the PURPLE border. IF one of these values is inexplicably very far off the other values check its
coordinates and the unit cell parameters for typos.

